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CONG Prima 2M
Dew Point Transducer 

Technical Data

-30…+30 °C

-60…+10 °C*

± 0.5 °C

± 1.0 °C

5…15 min

0,3…2,0 Nl/min

Ambient temperature +10…+50 °C

160 bar

300 bar**

Housing protection type IP67

ATEX: II 2G Ex IIB + H2 T5 Gb

GOST R: 1Ex d IIB T5

TC TR Ex: 1 Ex d IIB T5 X

RS-485 ModBus / RTU 

4…20 mA

207 x 112 x 235 mm

6.5 kg

** Not including accessories

Measurement range Water / HC

Absolute error Water / HC

Measurement cycle duration  sample 
gas flow rate

Pressure measurement range

Explosion-proof rating

Interface Select either:

Dimensions

* Supplemental cooling is necessary when measuring dew points < -30° C 

Product Features
Fundamental and proven method of dew point measurement

Lightweight and compact

No separate control unit — control input by means of a magnetic key

Intelligent mirror cleaning mode — the mirror’s surface is scanned after each measurement 
cycle and cleaning is automatically based on the current condition of the mirror

No drift

Intuitive operation

Dew point registration system with two independent channels, thus providing a clear
distinction between water and hydrocarbon dew points

Low power consumption

Data transfer interfaces

Maintenance can be performed without interrupting pipeline gas flow

Low maintenance requirements

Greatest possible degree of flexibility thanks to three di!erent deliverable versions and 
modular construction

 

230 bar
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CONG Prima 2M 

 
   

Dew Point For Everyone 
The Cong Prima 2M is an automatic through-flow hygrometer 
that is impressive for its suitability to a wide range of applications.

A condensation mirror is employed for the purpose of measuring 
the dew points of both water (dpW) and hydrocarbons (dpHC). The 
CP 2M establishes dew point by monitoring alterations in the mirror’s 
reflectivity associated with the accumulation of condensates due to changes 
in temperature and pressure. Using laser interferometry, the analyzer can register
a condensation film as thin as 10 nm.

The CP 2M’s monobloc construction is comprised of a sensor cell, an 
electronic unit, and an explosion-proof housing. The analyzer can be
 fitted with either an analogue (4…20mA) or a digital (RS 485 – Modbus) 
data interface.

The robust design of the analyzer’s measurement chamber corresponds 
to the strict requirements for a dew point measuring device in an aggressive
gas environment. The unit is controlled by means of magnetic “buttons” 
that are operated using a special key (included with delivery).

The Cong Prima 2M dew point analyzer is available in three di!erent 
versions, making it possible to perfectly tailor the unit to your individual 
requirements.
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Configurations

Pipeline module
The Pipeline module is combined with an insertable sampling 
device. This insertable unit makes it possible to mount the 
analyzer directly onto the gas pipeline (min. ø 200 mm).
Significantly, this “in situ“ installation can be configured 
for zero emissions!

The advantages of such a solution speak for themselves. 
The pipeline module boasts a compact design and is ideal for 
installation sites that require a space-saving, full-featured 
and evironmentally friendly solution. In situ installation is 
equally well-suited to indoor (closed room) and outdoor 
applications.

The filtration available for the insertable sampling device
ensures that the gas sample is free from mechanical 
contaminants. The integrated shuto! valve allows the user
to remove the analyzer unit without interrupting the 
gas flow in the pipeline.

Gas Preparation System SGA 003
With the SGA 003 it is easy to take measurements at any given 
pressure up to 160 bar. 

There are a number of patented innovations incorporated
into the SGA 003 system that ensure problem free analysis of the 
sample gas, even under the most di"cult conditions. This includes 
situations in which mechanical contaminants and aerosols have 
previously made reliable measurement impossible. 

The SGA 003 system has no consumable components; in 
particular no filter membranes. Such components are often the 
weak point of a system due to unpredictable wear patterns. By 
eliminating replaceable filter elements, distortions or changes in 
the sample gas that can occur as the result of a clogged membrane 
are avoided. 

Another feature of the SGA 003 system is modular construction. 
This enables customisation of the system and, optionally, the 
temporary mounting and connection of a reference analyzer 
from the "Hygrovision" series.

A particular advantage of any CONG Prima 2M system is that 
no secondary unit is required!

Modular Analysis System AB 001
The AB 001 is a module-based complete dew point analysis 
solution. Thanks to its modular design, this system can be 
expanded to include a supplemental cooling module for 
measuring the dew point of water (dpW) at low temperatures 
and a module for measuring the volume fraction of oxygen 
in the gas matrix.

The standard AB 001 includes a module outfitted with a CONG
 Prima 2M or FAS set up to measure the dpW at a working 
pressure and a module with a CONG Prima 2M or FAS set up 
to measure the dew point of hydrocarbons (dpHC) at a 
reduced pressure.

The modular design of the AB 001 makes it easy to custom
 tailor the system to provide optimal sample preparation for 
the specific measurement requirements of a wide range of
applications. This ability for custom tailoring is at the heart 
of the AB 001’s design.

The Modular Analysis System AB 001 is always the right 
dew point solution!

 

Modular Analysis System  

The Modular analysis System or MAS  is a module-based 
complete dew point analysis solution. Thanks to its 
modular design, this system can be expanded to include 
a supplemental cooling module for measuring the dew 
point of water (dpW) at low temperatures and a module 
for measuring the volume fraction of oxygen in the gas 
matrix. 

The standard MAS includes a module outfitted with a 
CONG Prima 2M or FAS set up to measure the dpW at a 
working pressure and a module with a CONG Prima 2M 
or FAS set up to measure the dew point of hydrocarbons 
(dpHC) at a reduced pressure. 

The modular design of the MAS makes it easy to custom 
tailor the system to provide optimal sample preparation 
for the specific measurement requirements of a wide 
range of applications. This ability for custom tailoring is 
at the heart of the MAS design. 

The Modular Analysis System is always the right dew 
point solution! 


